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ITE's original research on land classification devel-
oped independently from research at the Merlewood
Research Station on vegetation classification in British
woodlands. At an early stage in this development,
however, it became apparent that the methods then
being developed were capable of being used for the
solution of practical problems in county structure
plans. Roger Smith, who at that time was on the staff
of Cumbria County Council, worked closely with ITE
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staff in the application of land use classification to a
wide- range of problems associated with resource
assessment and rural planning. It is especially valuable,
therefore, to have the evaluation of the application of
the land classification methods developed by ITE to
these liroblems contained in this publication.

J. N. R. Jeffers
Director, ITE
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1. A method for surveying the ecological character-
istics, forestry, farming and conservation resources of
upland areas is described, and its use in generating
alternative land use strategies is examined. The
method is developed in 4 stages.
2. The first stage is the division of the survey area into
grid squares. Sample squares are used for the
measurement of attributes from Ordnance Survey and
other maps. A land classification is developed from
these data, and all the grid squares in the area are
allocated a land class. The map attributes character-
istic of each land class are used to initially describe
them.
3. In the second stage, each land class is character-
ised by field survey. The land classes are used as strata
for sampling ecological, land use, and land capability
characteristics. These sample data can be used to
produce predictive maps and to assess the total
resources in the survey area.
4. The mean values for the land class characteristics
are used in the third stage to produce alternative
resource strategies for rural land use. The agricultural
capability is assessed in terms of the outputs of meat,
milk and wool, and the forestry capability is assessed

Summary

in terms of the yield of timber from each land class.
Alternative strategies for agricultural and forestry
development are formulated in terms of the acceptable
minimum levels for milk, meat and timber, etc; the
areas within which the present land use is preferred;
constraints on the use of certain types of land, eg the
retention of agriculture on land of the highest capa-
bility; and the output which is most desired. The land
use pattern which gives the maximum amount of the
most desired output is calculated using a linear pro-
gramming model. These patterns are the alternative
strategies.
5. The final stage is the evaluation of each strategy
against criteria not used initially to define them. The
restriction of the third stage to the most easily
quantified criteria excluded landscape and wildlife con-
servation from consideration. These are now brought
into the analysis.
6. This technique of land classification and subse-
quent land use modelling is explained through the use
of examples from Cumbria. It has developed through
close co-operation between the Institute of Terrestrial
Ecology and Cumbria County Council in pursuit of a
better understanding of rural land use potential.



Most surveys of countryside characteristics such as
land form, soils and ecosystems have a single purpose.
They may be aimed firstly at assessing the agricultural
or the forestry potential, or secondly they may be a
simple categorisation and mapping of specific charac-
teriitics. The Ministry of Agriculture's Agricultural Land
Classification is an example of the first type. The land is
graded into 5 classes based on the physical limi-
tations for farming. It aims to map the agricultural
potential and is based upon an evaluation of soils,
geological and topographical characteristics. It has
been extended in their "Hills and Uplands Classifi-
cation" whereby the agricultural potential of upland
areas is mapped in detail. The Geological Survey and
the Soil Survey of England and Wales map respectively
the geological and soil characteristics of tracts of
countryside. These are examples of the second type of
survey where the variation of specific characteristics is
mapped in considerable detail. The land use maps of
the Second Land Utilization Survey are related to this
second type, in that they are concerned with the
details of present rather than potential use.

Surveys of both types often aim to produce a complete
assessment for a given area. Given sufficient time, a
field by field survey is quite feasible as long as an ade-
quate classification is available for the resource that is
being assessed. Complete surveys are usually done in
bits and pieces, like a jigsaw puzzle. When completed,
the characteristics of the surveyed area can be
categorised from each piece of the jigsaw.

Complete survey methods have severe limitations if
the time available is not sufficient to enable the whole
area to be covered. If considerable resources in terms
of money and manpower are not available, one way by
which the area can be covered is by reducing the
detailed information gathered. Vegetation surveys
provide a good example of this problem. Vegetation is
a mix of plants, the particular mix of species depending
on the environmental conditions that are and have
been acting in the area in question and on the inter-
actions between the plants themselves. This mix is the
best definition of the plant community and is assessed
usually by some quantitative technique using sample
quadrats. Shimwell (1971) gives a description of the
many techniques available for the collection and
analysis of such data. Such quantitative methods
requiring the itemising of all plant species in quadrats

• are usually so time-consuming that surrogates are
often used in complete surveys when time is limited.
The main physical characteristics, the visually
dominant species and the land use, are most often
used as surrogates for 'plants in quadrats' data,
thereby reducing the total work load involved in

Introduction
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vegetation surveys to enable the whole of a survey
area to be assessed.
Information on the ecological resources of Cumbria
was sought by Cumbria County Council in 1975, as
background data for the county structure plan, and this
was required by 1977 if possible. With a land area
approaching 7,000 square kilometres, even a simple
classification of these resources would not have made
possible a complete survey of the county in 2 years.
Information on nature reserves and Sites of Special
Scientific Interest was available from the Nature Con-
servancy Councilbut there was very little information
on the types and distribution of the commoner eco-
systems. A search was, therefore, made for some form
of sample survey in order to arrive at an estimate of the
ecological resources. In the context of the County Plan-
ning Authority, a complete survey was not considered
to be necessary. Site surveys for planning applications
and local plans would have to be carried out regard-
less of any county-wide survey. Even if a site had been
visited before, it would still need to be revisited to
assess specific features applicable to a planning
application. Therefore, the main requirement of a
survey was that it should provide a framework to
which such sites could be related.

At this time, the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology (ITE)
was investigating a method of classifying land using
Ordnance Survey maps, using this classification as
strata for sampling ecological parameters (Bunce et al.
1975). The potential of the method had been explored
in the Shetland Isles (Milner 1978) and was recog-
nised by the County Council. It was used for an
ecological survey of Cumbria and developed further for
assessments of tree cover, hedgerows and landscape
(Bunce & Smith 1978). The rural planning aspects of
the work received a considerable impetus through the
development of a linear programming model based on
the land classification (Bishop 1978). This showed that
the land classification could not only be used to predict
the quantity and distribution of the ecosystems in
Cumbria, but could also be used to survey agricultural
and forestry potential. More importantly, it showed
that a framework had been developed that allowed
comparisons to be made between the potential
resources available from different land uses in a given
area. The framework was developed further in a study
of land use in the Sedbergh area of the Yorkshire Dales
National Park. Strategies for agriculture, forestry,
recreation, landscape and wildlife conservation were
the end product of this study, carried out in parallel
with a local plan for the area. This book brings together
the various studies carried out to date, with Particular
reference to those in Cumbria, and summarises the
principles behind this system's approach to rural land
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use planning. It aims to show how a policy framework
for rural Britain might be constructed using examples
developed in Cumbria.

The usefulness of these methods has been recognised
by other local authorities who have initiated similar
studies of their own areas, eg Gwynedd County

Council, Lancashire County Council, and the Yorkshire
Dales National Park Authority. The Institute of
Terrestrial Ecology has taken the initiative in extra-
polating the work to cover the whole of England,
Wales and Scotland, to provide a national framework
for these area studies (Bunce 1979).



The planning background

The Town and Country Planning Act 1947 introduced
a comprehensive system of land use planning involving
the control of development by reference to a develop-
ment plan. The statutory basis for local authority plan-
ning now rests in the Town and Country Planning Act
1971, Part II as amended by the Town and Country
Planning (Amendment) Act 1972 and the Local
Government Act 1972. The principal document for
basic information about the system, and advice on it, is
a Department of the Environment Circular (Depart-
ment of the Environment 1979). The system calls for a
broad and open consideration of planning problems,
taking account of physical, economic and social
aspects, and allows authorities to adopt a flexible
approach to the way they treat and present the con-
tents of their plans. It rests on a framework of structure
and local plans for each county.

The structure plan has 3 main functions. First, it is to
state and justify the county planning authority's
policies and general proposals for the development and
other use of land; it is restricted to matters which
either affect the whole or a substantial part of the
structure plan area or influence the development of the
area in a significant way, or are proposals subject to
statutory approval by the Secretary of State. Second, it
is to interpret economic and social, national and
regional policies in terms of physical and environ-
mental planning for the area concerned. Third, it is to
provide a framework for local plans, which, in turn,
provide more definitive guidance for development and
development control.

Local plans have 3 main functions: (1) to develop the
policy and general proposals of the structure plan and
to relate them to precise areas of land; (2) to provide a
detailed basis for development control and for co-
ordinating the development and other use of land; and
(3) to bring local and detailed planning issues before
the public. There are 3 types of local plan: (a) a "district
plan" relates to the whole or any part of the designated
authority's area where the detailed planning matters
need to be studied and set out in a comprehensive
way; (b) an "action area plan" is for an area intended
for comprehensive development, redevelopment
and/or improvement identified in the structure plan and
commenced within 10 years of its submission; (c) a
"subject plan" enables detailed treatment to be given
to a particular description of development or land use.

This statutory basis for planning policies is comple-
mented by other plans and policies followed by other
organisations. National Park plans, for instance, are not
development plans, but are meant to co-ordinate the
management of fairly large areas of countryside for
recreation and conservation purposes. Neither agricul-
ture nor forestry operations are "development" under
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the Town and Country Planning legislation, and the
planning of these major land uses is left mainly in the
hands of landowners and occupiers and their advisors
in the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry Commis-
sion.

The Countryside Review Committee (1976) considered
that this sectional approach was less and less
appropriate to the needs of the countryside, and that it
is not enough to focus on these factors separately,
without regard to their interactions. It concluded that
the continued multiple use of land is, and must remain,
a central concept of rural policy, with a redefinition of
conservation; that conservation represents an ethic,
based on respect for the natural resources of the
countryside; and that it should not necessarily be
opposed to change, but should seek to minimise
unavoidable losses and maximise compensating gains.
A consensus approach to rural land use should be
developed, with the use of essentially administrative
techniques to achieve this consensus, rather than the
extension of statutory controls. Such an approach
needs a framework within which to operate and which
allows agreed priorities and strategies to be followed.

Ecology and planning is often considered to mean the
inclusion of nature conservation considerations in the
planning process. The Nature Conservancy Council
(NCC) is recognised as the government body for local
authorities to contact on these matters. Its functions
are the establishment, maintenance and management
of nature reserves in Great Britain, the provision of
advice for Ministers on the development and imple-
mentation of policies for or affecting nature conserva-
tion, the provision of advice and the dissemination of
knowledge about nature conservation and the com-
missioning or support of relevant research.

Full account of nature conservation is expected to be
taken by local planning authorities in drawing up
structure and local plans, and in considering individual
planning applications (Department of the Environment
1974, 1977). Particular emphasis is laid on Sites of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) designated by the
NCC under Section 23 of the National Packs and
Access to the Countryside Act 1949. The Town and
Country Planning General Development Order 1977
(sub paragraphs 15(i)(g) and 15(5)) states that plan-
ning authorities must consult the NCC before granting
permission for the development of land in an SSSI and
that they may not determine any application to develop
such a site within 14 days of notifying the NCC of any
such application. Similar importance is attached to
sites identified by Ratcliffe (1977), who lists the sites
of highest national and international importance for
wildlife conservation.
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The nature conservation importance of individual sites
is only one aspect of the conservation of natural
beauty. This wider interpretation is exemplified in
Section II of the Countryside Act 1968 which states
that: "In the exercise of their functions relating to land
under any enactment every MiniSter, government
department and public body shall have regard to the
deSirability of conserving the natural beauty and
amenity of the countryside". Section 49(4) states that
"the conservation of the natural beauty of an area shall
be construed as including references to the conserva-
tion of its flora, fauna, and geological and physio-
graphical features".

The Protection of Birds Acts 1954-67 (which cover all
birds), the Deer Act 1963, the Conservation of Seals
Act 1970, the Badgers Act 1973 and the Conservation
of Wild Creatures and Wild Plants Act 1975 all provide
a means of protecting those endangered species of
wild fauna and flora which were not protected before.
The last Act gives local authorities the power to
publicise the Act, particularly among school children,
and to institute proceedings for any offence under the
Act committed within its area. This Act provides, in
Section 5, safeguards for farmers and foresters, as
does Section 37 of the Countryside Act 1968, aimed
at non-interference with good land use practice.

These safeguards for farming and forestry emphasise
the importance of these activities in providing food and
timber. They are the major rural land uses and are
reflected in the social and economic life of the rural
community. Their interaction with nature conservation
interests outside important sites is not emphasised
except in special cases, eg the "Ramsar" convention
on wetlands. However, both landscape and nature con-
servation are dependent to a large extent on the agri-
cultural and forestry use of land, as is the value of land
for informal countryside recreation. The resultant need
for full' co-ordination of land use and environmental
policies'has been accepted by government in National
Parks (Department of the Environment 1976). How-
ever, rural planning, as currently practised by many
local authorities, deals with rural settlement, rural
transport and rural employment, rather than the rural
occupations of forestry and agriculture, and the con-
servation and recreational values associated with
them. More comprehensive planning of rural settle-
ments cannot take place without careful consideration
being given to these rural land uses and values. This
relationship is particularly relevant in National Parks
where the impact of these land uses on the landscape
values and recreational use of the land is of consider-
able importance for their future development.

The methods often currently used when such con-
siderations are being taken into account involve the
identification of sites which are of importance for one
reason or another. These sites constrain development
to a -greater or lesser extent and their location is often
recorded in a map register, which may be corn-

puterised. Should a planning application fall within one
of these sites, it is referred for comment to the most
relevant organisations. The types of planning cons-
traint in Cumbria are listed in Table 1.

Table 1 PLANNING CONSTRAINTS IN THE COUNTRYSIDE

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Safeguarding areas for: explosives, the United
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, roads and
minerals.
Hazards: land liable to flooding, subsidence,
pipeline and cables.
Conservation areas: Urban conservation areas,
Historic buildings, Ancient Monuments, Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, land subject to the
Landscape Areas Special Development Order
(1950), Heritage Coasts, National Parks, Areas of
Special Advertisement Control, Tree Preservation
Orders, Sites of Special Scientific Interest, Local
Nature Reserves, National Nature Reserves,
Agricultural Land of the higher capability classes.
Major landowners: National Trust, North West
Water Authority, Forestry Cornmission.

Information on registered sites is of considerable
importance when considering applications for planning
permission to develop land. However, even if a site
falls into one or other constraint categories, it must be
surveyed, because there may be features of particular
relevance to the planning application which had not
been previously noted; or the circumstances may have
changed and the development may be capable of being
accommodated on the site despite its special
character. Whilst these designations are of impor-
tance, the need for site appraisals relevant to each
planning application makes them of most use in
registering with the local planning authority the need
for appropriate consultation with other organisations.
When planning applications have ecological implica-
tions related to nature conservation, they are referred
to the Nature Conservancy Council. Other ecological
implications will obviously vary according to the
particular development, and could involve a number of
specialist disciplines available in such disparate
organisations as the Water Authority and the Health
and Safety Executive (Edington & Edington 1977).

In providing a framework for decisions on individual
planning applications, policy planning needs to take
into account the special sites identified as constraints
on development. However, these sites occupy only a
small proportion of the land in each county and many
planning applications fall outside them. The role of the
policy planner then becomes one of defining the
criteria to be adopted in assessing planning appli-
cations. The framework is provided as a set of criteria
that developments have to satisfy, and the identifi-
cation of areas wherein such development could take
place.



The assessment of the complex of environmental and
land use data necessary for such a framework of land
use and conservation priorities in a given area
inevitably points to the use of numerical techniques,
and eventual computer modelling based on such
techniques. The ability of computers to handle large
amounts of data enables more complex relationships
to be considered than the usual "one to one" issues, eg
farming versus forestry, and landscape conservation
versus forestry, on which policies and decisions are
needed. Such decisions will still need to be made, but
the provision of a general theory of exploitation and
conservation based on numerical methods can give a
comprehensive background against which day-to-day
planning decisions of various agencies can be placed.

This approach shows that ecology has a role in the
planning of rural land use which is much more than
simply being the provider of the information on which
nature conservation values are assessed. Land use is
the manipulation of ecosystems by man. He modifies
them by drainage and fertiliser additions, by ploughing
and re§eeding or planting; more drastically, he
removes them through his development of mineral
resources and urban land. The contribution of ecology
here is the identification of land and resource uses and
of processes which are ecologically sound, which
utilise resources efficiently to satisfy man's needs, and
which safeguard them in perpetuity at the same time.

In the case of a county like Cumbria, current land use
involves the production of softwood and hardwodd
timber; agricultural production in terms of meat, milk,
wool and arable crops; the conservation of the land-
scape and recreational resource, as well as nature con-
servation. As an holistic science, ecology can provide a
framework for comparing these differing demands on
rural land. The land classification framework suggested
here should be viewed alongside existing methods of
evaluating land. It is intended to complement existing
site-based designations as it is based on statistical
probability rather than absolute certainty. This is
particularly the case with nature cOnservation designa-
tions, as very highly valued wildlife areas, amongst a
"sea" of agricultural ecosystems, are comparatively
rare and may merit separate consideration.

There are 4 main stages to this method of producing a
strategy for rural land use. Each of the first 3 stages
can be used separately for more specific aspects of
rural land use, as well as being essential steps to stage
4.
Stage 1 — the grouping of grid squares into land

classes.
Stage 2 — the sample survey of grid squares from each

land class.
Stage 3 — the production of alternative strategies.
Stage 4 — the evaluation of the alternative strategies.

Stage 1 : The grouping of grid squares into land classes

GRID SIZE

The area of countryside being surveyed is divided into
grid squares based for convenience upon the National
Grid. These can be of any convenient size and depend
upon the level of detail required. The Institute of
Terrestrial Ecology has used a 10 km x 10 km grid for
a survey of land use in the uplands of England and
Wales (ITE 1978). At the same time, Bunce (1979) has
used a 1 km' grid for an ecological survey of Britain.
This is the same size as was used for the ecological
survey of Cumbria (Bunce & Smith 1978), although for
surveys of smaller areas, such as the Solway Coast and
the Arnside/Silverdale Areas of Outstanding Natural
Beauty, a km' grid was used. The grid size depends
upon the total area being surveyed and the diversity of
land form and ecosystems in it. Although uniform areas
will by definition have only a few ecosystems, it can
generally be assumed that the larger the grid square
the more ecosystems it is likely to contain. The pre-
dicted distribution of ecological characteristics
obtained from random samples of each land class will
have a coarser pattern, the larger the grid size and the
smaller the number of grid squares in each land class.
The size of grid does not affect the estimates obtained
for the total resource in the whole area.
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This procedure is well illustrated by a survey of rthe
Arnside/Silverdale AONB (Pilling  et al.  1978). Two
land classifications were produced, for the AONB: one
with a km' grid, the other with a 1 km' grid. The
interrelationships between the grid squares of the 1
km' grid were displayed on the first axis of a recipro-
cal averaging ordination (Hill 1973). This ordination
arranges the grid squares into a sequence according to
their similarities and is known as the main ordination
axis. It shows a trend from saltmarsh and coastal low-
lands, to alluvial and limestone lowlands, to inland
limestone hills. This trend is repeated in the sequence
given by the km2 grid. A comparison of the 2 trends
represented by the main ordination axes shows a high
degree of correlation (Figure 1). This correlation is
repeated if the coastal and saltmarsh grid squares are
removed from the analysis (Figure 2), with a signi-
ficant correlation coefficient ( r = 0.674, P<0.001)
between the 2 grid sizes. The total vegetation resource
was estimated from a random sample of grid squares
from each land class. Twenty-eight vegetation types
were identified in woodland, leys and pasture on deep
soils, permanent pasture and saltmarsh habitats. The
estimates of the total vegetation resource in the AONB
are very similar whichever scale of land classification
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Figure 1 A comparison between 2 grid sizes for 2 land classifications of
the Arnside/Silverdale AONB: a comparison utilising all land classes
The 2 axes of this graph are the main trends in the analyses of map
characteristics at different scales, identified by numerical methods (Hill
19731. The essential point is that the further apart that 2 grid squares are
along each axis then the more dissimilar they are. The main divisions of
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Figure 2 A comparison between 2 grid sizes for 2 land classifications of the
Arnside/Silverdale AONB: a comparison between the inland land classes

grid is used (Table 2). The scale chosen must,
therefore, depend upon the level of detail required in
the predicted distribution patterns and upon the
resources available to carry out the classification and
subsequent field survey. A large grid means less grid
squares and may mean a reduction in the number of
land classes. In the Arnside/Silverdale example, the
km2 scale had 1 6 land classes, and the 1 km2 scale had
8 land classes.

THE CHOICE OF MAP ATTRIBUTES
The grouping of grid squares into land classes is based
upon the data that can be abstracted from Ordnance

Table 2 A COMPARISON OF THE ESTIMATED VEGETATION RESOURCE
IN THE ARNSIDE/SILVERDALE AONB BASED ON 2 GRID SCALES

Vegetation type*

Woodland
types

Ley and
pasture
types on
deep soils

Permanent
pasture
types

Saltmarsh
types

Predicted frequency (%)
km' grid 1 km' grid

19 7.8 7.8
18 10.0 10.6
21 6.0 6.2
20 5.2 5.1

16 1.7 1.3
14 2.5 3.2
13 7.3 5.7
15 3.2 2.2
12 2.0 3.7
9 3.6 2.6
10 4.0 3.1
11 3.4 3.3

2 5.4 5.1
5 3.3 2.4
3 4.2 4.7
8 0.5 0.4
1 6.5 7.2
6 2.0 1.8
4 2.8 3.1

17 1.6 2.8
7 1.0 1.8

28 1.2 1.7
27 0.9 0.8
26 2.5 3.2
23 2.2 2.8
24 2.1 2.2
22 4.4 3.2
25 2.1 2.0

*The vegetation types were derived by indicator species
analysis (Hill et al. 1975) of 324 plant species present in
228 sample plots, from 57 km2 grid squares

Survey maps, geological and climatological maps. The
map scales used to date have varied and depend upon
the maps available, the size of the grid square and the
total area being surveyed. The assumption underlying
the use of map data is that the complex of map
attributes within a grid square interact together to form
the land class. The 1 km2 grid land classification of
Cumbria showed that these map attributes relate to
the 3 main determinants of land form, ie geology, topo-
graphy and land use. It is the interaction between
these 3 factors that determines the land class.

Clear-cut interpretation of land classes depends upon
the map attribute data used to characterise them. The
variables most closely related to geology, topography
and land use are the most important ones to include. It
is only at the national scale that climatological data
have proved to be useful in identifying land classes. At
the sub-regional and county scale they are so closely
interrelated and dependent upon topography that they
can dominate the land class groupings and confuse the
interpretation.



Initially, the map data used were not restricted to what
were thought to be the most suitable. The 1 km2 grid
land classification for Cumbria used all the attributes
that could be found on maps that covered the whole of
the county, ie the one inch scale Ordnance Survey
maps and the one inch scale solid geology maps of the
Geological Survey. The presence or absence of 186
map attributes was recorded (Table 3), and it was left
to the classification method to sort out the most
important in identifying the land classes. Subsequent
surveys were modified in the light of this experience. A
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km2 land classification of the Sedbergh area of the
Yorkshire Dales National Park only recorded 44 map
attributes, and only 15 of these were presence/
absence attributes (Table 4). The remainder were
measures of area or length. These were used as pre-
sence/absence data only after subdividing the range
into 4 equal parts. For instance, if the length of minor
roads in a grid square was 0.11 km then, from Table 4,
attribute 17 would have been recorded as being
present in that particular grid square.

Table  3 CHARACTERISTICS USED IN THE CUMBRIA LAND CLASSIFICATION

1 'A' Road 45 Hamlet 97 Tarn depth 26-50 ft 149 Old canal

2 'BRoad 46 Village 98 Tarn depth 51-75 ft 150 Giants' graves

3 Yellow road 47 Town 99 Tarn depth 76-100 ft 151 Thunderstone

4 White road 48 Post Office 100 Tarn depth 101-125 ft 152 Tower

5 Unfenced road 49 Public house 101 Tarn depth 126-150 ft 153 Coastguard lookout

6 Station 50 Inn 102 Tarn depth 151-175 ft 154 Dock

7 Railway (in use) 51 Hotel 103 Tarn depth 176-200 ft 155 Lifeboat station

8 Railway (disused) 52 Telephone 104 Tarn depth 201-225 ft 156 River mouth

9 Footpath 53 Caravan site 105 Tarn depth 226-250 ft 157 Aerial ropeway

10 Bridleway 54 Camp site 106 Tarn size 10 acres 158 Sand and shingle

11 River 55 Church with steeple 107 Tarn size 10-50 acres 159 Sand and mud

12 Stream 56 Church with tower 108 Tarn size 51-100 acres 160 Airfield

13 Weir 57 Church with neither 109 Tarn size 101-500 acres 161 Dunes

14 Road used as public path 58 Thwaite 110 Tarn size 500 acres 162 Beacon

15
16

Intertidal water
Bridge over railway

59
60

Mountain rescue post
Climbing hut

111
112

Golf course
Cliff

163 Basin peat, alluvium,
river gravels

17,
18

Waterfall
Bridge over water

61
62

Youth hostel
Shooting box

113
114

Slope
Embankment

164 Kirklinton, St. Bees sand-
stone plus St. Bees

19 Steep hill (road) 63 Hospital 115 Cutting shales

20 Land between 0-249 ft 64' Cemetery 116 Television and radio mast 165 Penrith sandstone plus

21 Land between 250-499 ft 65 Club house 117 Enclosures brochram

22 Land between 500-749 ft 66 Town hall 118 Copse 166 Upper coal measures

23 Land between 750-999 ft 67 Public convenience 119 Sheep fold 167 Middle and lower coal

24 Land between 68 Pylons 120 Adjacent to town square measures

1000-1249 ft 69 Pipe line 121 Railway tunnel 168 Millstone grit

25 Land between 70 Mile-stone 122 Footbridge over water 169 Limestone groups

1250-1499 ft 71 Mile-post 123 Moat 170 Basement beds

26 Land between 72 Information point 124 Windpump (conglomerate etc)

27
1500-1749 ft

Land between

73
74

Earthworks
Stone circle

125
126

Cave
Railway bridge over water

171 Bannisdale slates,
Coniston flags

1750-1999 ft 75 Cairn 127 Firing range Stockdale shales

28 Land between 76 Settlement 128 Parking place 172 Coniston limestone

2000-2249 ft 77 Field system 129 Roundabout 173 Skiddaw slates

29 Land between 78 Castle 130 Road bridge over road 174 Basaltic lavas

2250-2499 ft 79 Roman castle/house 131 Road tunnel (carboniferous)

30 Land between 80 Roman road 132 Works 175 Andesites, rhyolites and

2500-2749 ft 81 Standing stone 133 Viaduct tuffs (Borrowdale

31 Land between 82 Monument 134 Ford volcanic series)

2750-2999 ft 83 Tumulus 135 Open pit 176 Gabbro

32 Land above 3000 ft 84 Religious monument 136 Ancient monument 177 Dolorite, diorite and diabase

33 Aspect North 85 Quarry 137 Pier etc. of Isle of Man

34 Aspect South 86 Mine 138 Ferry 178 Quartz  — felsite

35 Aspect East 87 Wood-conifer 139 Mineral line etc. 179 Granophyre

36 Aspect West 88 Hardwood 140 Beacon 180 Granite

37 Viewpoint 89 Mixed wood 141 Ski hut 181 Blown sand

38 Island 90 Marsh 142 Motorway 182 Fell sandstone

39 Spot height 91 Parkland 143 Abbey 183 Lower lies

40 Triangulation point 92 Bracken/heath 144 Chimney 184 Keuper marl

41 Scree/crag 93 National Trust property 145 Hanging stone 185 Raised beach

42 Black house 94 School 146 Boat house 186 Basalt and dolerite in

43 Grey house 95 Sea 147 Level crossing sheets
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Table 4 MAP CHARACTERISTICS (PRESENCE/ABSENCE) USED FOR A LAND CLASSIFICATION OF THE SEDBERGH DISTRICT

Map characteristic

Main road
(length, kilometres)

Secondary road
(length, kilometres)

Metalled road
less than 4 m wide
(length, kilometres)

Metalled road
more than 4 m wide
(length, kilometres)

Minor road
(length, kilometres)

Unfenced minor
road (length,
kilometres)

Settlements
(area, hectare) .

Settlements
(number)

Highest contour
(metres above OD)

Gradient (degrees of
slope from highest
to lowest point)

Length of slope
(metres froM
highest to lowest
point) ,
Land between 046 m
aititude (area, m2)
Land between 76-198 m
altitude (area, m2)

Land between
198-488 m
altitude (area, m2)

Land between
488-1189 m
altitude (area, m2)

Distance to hill
(kilometres)

Height of nearest
hill (metres)

*The 4 classeS for each map characteristic were defined by dividing the range into 4 equal parts



THE LAND CLASSIFICATION AND ITS INTERPRETATION

Indicator species analysis (Hill et al. 1975) was the

cluster analysis technique used to group the grid

squares into land classes on the basis of their recorded

map attributes. As a cluster analysis technique it has

been found to provide natural groupings of samples

characterised by presence/absence data. It success-

ively subdivides the data set into 2, 4, 8, 16, etc,

classes based on the median division of a single axis

ordination. The problem of excessive subdivision of

some classes is not crucial to its use in this context.

The land classes do not have any existence in their

own right. On the ground they merely represent collec-

tions of ecosystems or land forms. As sample strata, .

they may prove to be very similar in some respects but

different in others. For example, 6 of the land classes in

the Sedbergh classification were almost identical in

their agricultural potential. However, the range of soil

types differed considerably between them. The stop-

ping point for the subdivision in most of the land classi-

fications produced within Cumbria to date has been

the 16 class level.

One benefit given by indicator species analysis is that

it identifies the most important map attributes re-

sponsible for each division in the analysis. Therefore, it

produces an efficient key to the classification and

enables grid squares not previously surveyed to be

allocated to their most appropriate land class. This

enables greater efficiency in the production of the land

classes by using a sample of the grid squares to derive

the key. The remaining grid squares in the area need

only have the "indicator" attributes measured in order

for them to be properly allocated. The usual procedure

has been to sample the centre square from each group

of 9 in a grid across the survey area. All attributes are

measured in these squares to produce the land classi-

fication; in the case of the Cumbria survey, this was

186 attributes measured in 789 grid squares. The

indicator species analysis identified 41 for use in the

key, whereby the remaining 6311 krn2 were allocated

to a land class. This enabled the time spent in record-

ing the relevant map attributes to be cut to about a

quarter. One disbenefit of using the key is the necessity
for 2 people to use it, ie to repeat the allocation of each

square. The tedium of this particular job resulted in a

15% misclassification rate in the more diverse areas of

Cumbria, when only one person used the key to

classify the remaining 6311 km2. The dichotomous key

produced for Cumbria shows the form that these

dendrograms take (Figure 3).

The direct interpretation of the land classes depends

upon the main criteria selected by the indicator species

analysis. For Cumbria, these were a mix of geological,

topographical and land use attributes reflecting the
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main trends in the county. The Solway coast km2

land classes are primarily interpreted by their geologi-

cal and land use attributes; topography was not as

important in this lowland coastal area. In the Sedbergh

area, the land classification is dominated by topo-

graphical attributes, with land use only differentiating

between land classes in the valley bottoms of this

primarily upland area. The ,1 km2 land classification of

the Arnside/Silverdale AONB omitted geological data

and, whilst the overall trend from flat alluvial land to

limestone hills was easily interpretable, the detailed

differences between land classes were not easily

discerned from the map attributes alone.

The distribution of the land classes and the important

map attributes in each land class assist in understand-

ing what each one represents. This is well illustrated in

the land classification of Cumbria, where main

differences between upland (land classes 9-16) and

lowland (land classes 1-8) are obvious (Figure 4). The

Eden Valley (land class 2) (Plate 1) and coastal and

Solway lowlands (land classes 1, 5, 6 and 8) (Plate 2)

are separated from the central Lake District (land

classes 15, 16) (Plate 3) and Pennine Fells (land

classes 13, 14) by altitudinal and geological map

attributes, with the latter upland areas separated from

one another on geological and slope featu'res. The

most important attributes for each land class are those

which are constant, ie occur with a frequency of

between 80% and 100%, and those which are

characteristic, ie are particularly associated with one

land class rather than with others. Characteristic

attributes are those which have the highest chi-square

values, calculated from the assumption that the

expected frequency in a land class would be the same

in all land classes if there was no association of an

attribute with a particular land class (Table 5). The

differences between the intermediate land classes, eg

9-12, are more subtle and required field survey to aid
identification. Some of the field characteristics were

later evident in the map features, eg the presence of

unfenced roads and field barns (black houses) in land

class 10 (Plate 4), and their absence from land class 9

indicated that one could expect the former to contain

permanent pasture, or inbye land, in these generally

marginal upland classes.

A knowledge of the environmental features rep-

resented by map attributes can, therefore, enable a

considerable degree of understanding to be gained

direct from the land classification. The land classifi-

cation itself is also particularly valuable in defining

major boundaries between land forms, albeit on a grid

basis. This avoids the problem of boundary definition

when there is no sharp division, but rather a gradation,

from one type of area to another.
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Figure 4  Distribution of the Cumbrian land classes.

Reproduced with the permission of Cumbria County Council
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Table 5  MAP CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 16 CUMBRIAN.LAND CLASSES

Land Constant (80-100%)
class characters

7 0-249 ft
Sea

8 Intertidal
0-249 ft

6 0-249 ft
Grey house

5 0-249 ft
White road

1 Grey house
White road

2 Grey house
250-499 ft

4 Stream
500-749 ft

3 White road

11 Bracken/heath
Stream

12 Bracken/heath

10 Stream
1000-1249 ft

Stream

14 Stream
Bracken/heath

15 1500-1749 ft

16 2000-2249 ft

Bracken/heath

Borrowdale
volcanics .

Intertidal
Sand and mud

Sea

Yellow road
Basin peat
White road

Yellow road
Footpath

Yellow road
White road

Yellow road
Grey house

9 1000-1249 ft Stream
Bracken/heath 1250-1499 ft

13 1500-1749 ft Bracken/heath

Stream Borrowdale
volcanics

1250-1499 ft

9 most important characteristic features

Sand and mud
Sea

Intertidal
Sea
Sand and shingle

Embankment
Town
0-249 ft

0-249 ft
Sandstone

250-499 ft
. 0-249 ft
Grey house

250-499 ft
Penrith sandstone
Yellow road

500-749 ft
Bannisdale slates
Yellow road

Limestone
750-999 ft
White road

750-999 ft
Bracken/heath

Fell sandstone
Slope

Bracken/heath . 1000-1249 ft
1250-1499 ft 1250-1499 ft

1000-1249 ft
1250-1499 ft

1500-1749 ft
1750-1999 ft

2000-2249 ft 2000-2249 ft
2250-2749 ft

Bracken/heath 1500-1749 ft

1250-1499 ft

1750-1999 ft

Stream 2000-2249 ft
Aspect (W)
1750-1999 ft 2250-2499 ft
Scree/crag
Aspect IN) Scree/crag

Intertidal
Marsh

Sand and mud
f;l249 ft
Railway

Railway (disused) 'A' road
Basin peat Church
Sandstone Bridleway

Basin peat
White road

White road
Yellow road
'Aroad

Grey house
River
White road

Unfenced road
Hamlet
Grey house

Black road
Yellow road
500-749 ft

500-749 ft
Bannisdale slates

750-999 ft
Wood (conifer)

750-999 ft
Bracken/heath

Bracken/heath
750-999 ft

Millstone grit
12 50— 1499 ft

1750-1999 ft
Bracken/heath

Borrowdale
volcanics
National Trust
property
Bracken/heath

17 50— 1999 ft

0-249 ft
Basin peat

Sandstone . Grey house
Railway

Grey house

Copse
Footpath
Black house

Black house
Sandstone
Footpath

Borrowdale
volcanics
2500-2749 ft Bracken/heath

River
Bracken/heath Bracken/heath
Copse

Unfenced road Limestone
Grey house 750-999 ft

Bracken/heath
Limestone

Unfenced road
1500-1749 ft

1500-1749 ft
Borrowdale
volcanics

Bracken/heath
Limestone

Limestone

1000-1249 ft

Characteristics which help distinguish
classes — 1 from 2, 3 from 4, 5 from
6, etc

Basin peat Alluvium
River gravels Sand and mud

White road

'A' road ' Embankment
Cutting River
Railway (disused)

0-249 ft

Kirklington/St Bees River
sandstone
Penrith sandstone 500-749 ft

Bannisdale slates 500-749 ft

Bannisdale slates Aspect (N)
Copse

Fell sandstone Slope

Black house
Grey house
Limestone

Unfenced road
White road

1250-1499 ft 1500-1749 ft,

Spot height 2250-2499 ft
2000-2249 ft

12 50— 1499 ft

National Trust Scree/crag 2250-2499 ft
property
1500-1749 ft 2000-2249 ft 2500-2749 ft



Stage 2: The sample survey
of grid squares from each land class

TYPES OF DATA AND SAMPLE SIZE

The further interpretation and characterisation of the
land classes need data collected from the field. Data
that are dependent upon the same basic parameters
that influence the variability of the land classes will
show distinct correlations with the land classes. These
basic parameters are the geological, topographic,
climatic and land use factors which are the major
determinants of vegetation, soils, landscape, and
agricultural and forestry potential.

If a sampled feature is not dependent upon these basic
parameters, then the results will show an even spread
over the land classes. The national or regional estimate
of the total amount of that feature will be as useful as
the estimates for features which are closely correlated
with the land classes, although the pattern of distribu-
tion of these features may not be as interesting to the
surveyors.

Before using these data to further characterise the land
classes, it is worth remembering that the land classes
do not have any existence in their own right. They are
abstractions arbitrarily defined on a grid system and
used primarily as strata for surveying a region. They
will contain a range of ecosystems, soil types and land-
scape types and should not be expected to be uniform
in composition. They are not analogous to the more
conventional categories into which the countryside is
divided, eg woodland or grassland. Whilst they are
assigned mean values for given characteristics in order
that predictive maps may be developed, any values or
assessments of potential should be related to their
component parts. For instance, "high" conservation
value for a woodland is not the same thing as a "high"

100

90

ij"‘

‘1
50

I I
I \

40 i \ji \f "' /

10

conservation value for a land class. In the first instance,
the high value is given after comparing one woodland
with another (Ratcliffe 1977). The analogous situation
with a land class would require a survey and evaluation
of the conservation value of all the grid squares in that
land class in order to find the "best" example of that
land class, which ignores the fact that the land classes
are a sampling strata and would need a complete
survey of the area in question.

19

The selection of squares for detailed sampling is done
at random. The squares in a land class are numbered
sequentially and random number tables (Fisher &
Yates 1943) are used to select an appropriate number.
Webster (1977) gives a binomial method for calculat-
ing the number of samples required to achieve a given
level of accuracy. This method requires an initial survey
of 3 or 4 squares to define the variability.

The detailed methods used for the field survey depend
upon what is being measured. However, for all
characteristics, a choice has to be made between point
sampling (Bunce & Shaw 1973) and complete sur-
veying within the square. This affects the number of
grid squares that need to be surveyed. As the number
of point samples increases, the frequency of each
characteristic measured stabilises at the mean value. A
survey of the main soil types in each of the 16 Cumbria
land classes illustrates this for point samples. Eight
points were randomly placed within 10 grid squares
from land class 4. As the number of samples increases,
the mean percentage frequency stabilised with little'
change beyond 66 sample points (Figure 5). The
sample size necessary tb give sample means that
would be within 10% of the population mean, 90% of

 Brown earth

..-. ••••••-• Pod zol

 Surface water gley

Ground water gley

Terrestrial Raw soil

Lithomorphic

 Peat

30
"Ihr••• • • • \

20
•
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Figure 5 Frequency of the main soil types in Cumbrian land class 4
Copyright: British Association of Nature Conservationists. Reprinted from ECOS-A Review of Conservation
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5. Soil types
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Plate  6 Land use capability classification map, Sedbergh
area (based on information from the Soil Survey of England
and Wales)

4 Land use capability classification a.. ammo  •• •••• • •   
••••• •• • •  •  ION.

Plate 7 Major vegetation types map, Sedbergh area (based
on information from the Nature Conservancy Council)

Plates 5, 6 and 7 are colour wash display maps, 1:50000
prepared during Sedbergh rural land use study, and
exhibited at the Merlewood Research Station Open Day
1979 (All three photographs by Ken Leech)
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the time, was calculated to be 60 points after 3 grid
squares, ie 24 points, had been surveyed (Adamson
personal communication).

A land classification and resource assessment of the
Sedbergh area (Smith & Budd 1982) was supple-
mented by a complete survey of the soils (Plate 5) and
agricultural land capability (Plate 6) by the Soil Survey
of England and Wales (Bendelow & Carroll 1978). This
survey provided data from a random selection of 10
grid squares from each land class. The sample
estimates were often very similar to the totals obtained
from the complete regional survey (Table 6). The mean
frequency of each land capability class, calculated from
a survey of the whole area of a number of sample
squares, stabilises after about 10 squares. Estimates
for the relative frequency of the different soil types
stabilise at a similar number (Figure 6).

Table 6  RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF AGRICULTURAL CAPABILITY
CLASSES IN EACH LAND CLASS

1. Sample size = 10
2. A complete survey of all the grid squares in the region

If an estimate of the more infrequent characteristics in
a land class area is required, then the sample size has
to be increased accordingly. The 10 samples taken for
Figure 6 missed 3 soil types which occurred with a
mean frequency of less than 1%. If a feature is rare
throughout the survey area, it may not be picked out at
all in the sample grid squares. If the feature is of
particular interest, then a separate survey will have to
be made for it. However, some features may be rare
but associated with a particular land class. This is the
case with some lichens in Cumbria (Bunce personal
communication). Once such an association has been
recognised, then a complete survey of the appropriate
land classes will enable the distribution of the rare
feature to be fully assessed.

This method of checking the adequacy of the sample
size can be supplemented by assessing the correlation
between the land classification and the data collected.
A comparison of the frequency of a feature predicted
from a regional survey against data collected from a
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Figure  6 The changing frequency of soil types and land capability classes
with increasing sample size from Sedbergh land class 8
al Humic rankers over slate and shale with raw peat soils
a2 Humic rankers over slate and shale
a4 Humic rankers over limestone
b3 Typical brown earths and stagnogleyic brown earths, in drift with slate

and sandstone
b4 As b3 on steeper slopes at higher elevations with some podzolic soils

and rankers
dl Ironpan stagnopodzols in drift with sandstone and shale, with humic

rankers over sandstone and grit
d2 Ironpan stagnopodzols and humic brown podzolic soils in drift with slate

and sandstone
fl Cambric stagnohumic gley soils in drift with sandstone and shale:

shallow peat is a minor component
f2 As fl but less humose
f3 Cambic stagnohumic gleys over shale
f4 As f3 but including drift with sandstone
il Raw peat soils
5 Land capability class 5
6 Land capability class 6
7 Land capability class 7

sub-region can also serve as a check on the adequacy
of the original regional survey.

The position of the sample grid squares on the first
ordination axis within the indicator species analysis
can be used to order the land classes such that those
placed together are similar to one another. The land
classification for Cumbria gave the following order for
the land classes: 7, 8, 5, 6, 1, 2, 4, 3, 11, 12, 10, 9, 13,
15, 14, 16. This shows the trend, from left to right,
from the coast (7, 8); the lowland of the Solway Plain
and other estuaries (5, 6); the coastal fringe and Eden
valley (1, 2); through the higher altitude land where the
lowlands begin to merge into the Cumbrian uplands (4,
3); the transitional fringe proper (11, 12, 10, 9); to the
fringing Pennine and Lake District uplands (13, 15)
and the central Pennines and Lake District (14, 16).



The overall trend within these land classes is
dominated by altitude, but with a separation within
each group of lowland, marginal and upland land
classes based on geology, land use and land form.

The samples chosen for field survey can be similarly
ordered and the mean value for each land class used to
rank order them according to the field characteristics.
A survey of 3 sample squares from each of the Cum-
brian land classes identified 32 vegetation types. The
rank order of the land classes based on this vegetation
analysis was as follows: 14, 9, 16, 13, 15, 11, 10, 12,
4, 1, 3, 6, 2, 5. Land classes 7 and 8 were omitted
from this ordering as they did not contain enough
vegetation samples; as coastal land classes, many of
the sample points fell on intertidal sand or mud. A
comparison of the rank orders using the mean values
for each land class on each of the first ordination axes
shows a strong diagonal element with a very sig-
nificant correlation coefficient of 0.9 (P<0.01) (Figure
7). The absence of clusters within this graph indicates
that this high value is not an artefact. Therefore,
despite the small sample, it appears that it is adequate
to identify the vegetation trends and give an estimate
of the main features of Cumbria's vegetation.

Such a field survey can be used to predict the vegeta-
tion characteristics of a sub-region from its land class

50

30

20 I 9

13/

14 15

16
High

uplands

11

10
12

composition. It should not be used to predict the
composition of a single grid square, without bearing in
mind the sampling problems detailed above, ie the aim
should not be to predict specific events from a general
survey. The sub-region should contain enough grid
squares to enable reasonable predictions to be made.
A comparison between the predicted and observed
vegetation in the Sedbergh area of the Yorkshire Dales
National Park (Plate 7) is given in Table 7 (from Bunce
& Smith 1978). If the frequencies are ranked, then 4
out of the 8 lowest values are the same and the
largest difference in percentage is 4.3%, with 22 out of
the 32 having a difference of less than 1%. It is, how-
ever, difficult to estimate how much of the differences
between observed and expected frequencies are due to
error, and how much to the inherent characteristics of
a region. Table 7 shows that the differences between
observed and expected values follow patterns, with
groups of adjacent vegetation types having similar
differences between observed and expected frequen-
cies. Thus, in comparison with the norm for the Cum-
brian land classes, there is less old permanent pasture,
permanent pasture and recently improved pasture than
expected, but more acid seepages, high level slopes
and moorland. Such results support local knowledge,
in that the region has very narrow valleys and would,
therefore, be expected to be deficient in lowland
vegetation types.

4 3
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 uplands

6
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Figure 7 A comparison of the main trends in the Cumbrian land classes and their vegetation
As with Figures 1, 2 and 9, these trends were identified by reciprocal averaging ordination (Hill 19731. The further apart 2 points appear along each axis of
the graph then the more dissimilar they are in terms of the data that were used to characterise them. For example, land classes 6 and 14 are very dissimilar
in their vegetation composition as they occupy extreme positions on the vegetation axis. In fact, land class 6 has a preponderance of ley grassland, whereas
land class 14 is dominated by rough grassland. These vegetational differences are reflected in the land class differences, the 2 land classes occupying
opposite ends of the land class axis. Land class 6 occurs on the Solway Plain and is characterised by its very low altitude, urban areas, roads and railways.
Land class 14 occurs on the high tops of the Pennines and is characterised by altitudes greater than 1 750 ft and a limestone geology
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Table 7 OBSERVED AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES OF VEGETATION TYPES IN THE PARISHES OF SEDBERGH, DENT AND GARSDALE

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.

16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
31.
32.

Permanent}
pastures

Leys

} Arable

Improved
pastures

Well drained
moorland

I Badly
drained
moorland

1Upland
grassland

1Woodland

1. Observed frequencies taken from a local survey of the Sedbergh area
2. Expected frequencies calculated from a regional survey of Cumbria

These checks on the adequacy of the sampling regime
give an indication of the use to which data from the
first and second stages can be put. These are the only
stages that are required for some planning purposes.
The main need is often for an estimate of the total
amount of some ecological resource in a county, and
perhaps a comparison of 2 regions of the county. The 1
km2 Cumbria survey provides 2 examples of surveys for
both these purposes. The first is a .survey of the tree
cover in the county, and the second is a comparison of
the vegetation of the Lake District National Park with
that of the rest of Cumbria.

A TREE COVER SURVEY OF CUMBRIA

The species composition of the tree cover of Cumbria
was surveyed for information on the distribution of
elm. The virulent strain of the fungus Ceratocystis ulmi,
the causative organism of the current outbreak of
Dutch elm disease, had been identified from a tree in
Ambleside in 1975. The disease had spread over most
of southern England since it first appeared in 1969,

and information was wanted on its probable impact in
Cumbria. Decisions on how to try and control the
disease required information on the species of elm in
Cumbria and on their distribution, density and relative
frequency compared with other tree species.

The general vegetation survey of the county identified
a number of woodland types, but the method of data
collection (16 random points in each sample square)
only allowed the commonest vegetation types to be
adequately sampled. Furthermore, the tree cover infor-
mation required was more detailed than had previously
been collected. Therefore, 4 sample squares were sur-
veyed at random from each Cumbrian land class. Each
square was completely surveyed for its tree cover. The
isolated and hedgerow trees above 5 m in height were
all counted and the woodland areas were marked on
maps. The relative frequency of the species in the tree
canopy of each woodland was estimated visually and
converted to absolute numbers using a standard
density of 494 trees/hectare. This figure had been



obtained as a mean value from detailed surveys of
10 randomly chosen broadleaved and broadleaved/
coniferous woods (Smith 1977).

Fifty-nine tree species were recorded, of which 31
were native. They occurred in a wide range of situa-
tions, from large coniferous plantations to oakwoods
and ornamental parks. Land classes 4, 10 and 11 were
the most heavily wooded, with land classes 7, 14 and
16 quite treeless. Altogether, 25% of the sample
squares were treeless. The commonest species are
listed in Table 8, and the distribution of some within

Table 8 THE MAIN TREE SPECIES IN CUMBRIA*

the land classes is shown in Figure 8. Plantation
species such as  Picea sitchensis  are the most
abundant. These estimates of their relative frequencies
are, however, not likely to be accurate. Forestry is a
relatively new land use, covering large areas of land
and quickly superimposed on top of the older, much
more slowly evolved land use pattern. It tends not to
be closely correlated with the land classes when
planted in very large, administratively convenient
blocks (Bunce & Smith 1978).  Quercus robur  is the
most frequent non-plantation woodland species,
followed by the 2  Betula  spp. As a hedgerow tree, it is
almost as frequent as  Fraxinus excelsior  (Table 9).
From the point of view of the original purpose of the
survey, the only elm species found was  Ulmus glabra
which occurs relatively infrequently both in woods and
as an isolated tree. It is scattered through the land
classes, reaching its greatest number and highest fre-
quency in land class 1 (Table 10).

These species were found in semi-natural woods or in
more obviously planted woods of non-native species.
Shelterbelts of coniferous and broadleaved trees were
found and the more unusual species were located

in parks, gardens and roadsides. One hypothesis
suggested by this analysis of Cumbria's tree cover is
that the change from natural woodland cover to the
present situation has not been haphazard. The species
composition of tfie original woodland would have been
closely related to the natural environment. Removal of
this woodland cover by man and his grazing animals
appears to have been selective, and species chosen for
replanting hive themselves been related to the
environment. The overall variation in tree cover is,
therefore, presently related to the climatic, topo-
graphic, geological and land use factors. This is
suggested by the significant correlation coefficient (r =
0.71, P<0.01) between the first ordination axis of the
land classification and that of an ordination based on
the abundance of each tree species in the sample
squares (Figure 9).

Table 9 RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF NON-PLANTATION TREE SPECIES
IN CUMBRIA*

Species

Acer pseudoplatanus
Alnus glutinosa
Betula pendula
Betula pubescens
Crataegus monogyna
Fagus sylvatica
Fraxinus excelsior
Ilex aquifolium
Prunus avium
Quercus petraea
Quercus robur
Salix cinerea
Sorbus aucuparia
Taxus baccata
Ulmus glabra

*Data from Smith (1977)

Table 10

*Totals given to the nearest 100
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PREDICTED NUMBER OF ELM TREES IN CUMBRIA

Land
class

Isolated/hedgerowtrees

Mean County*
number total

per rid sq.

Woodland trees

Mean County*
number total

per grid sq.

All elm trees

7 - -
8 - - - -
5 8 6,200 16 12,400 18,600
6 6 1,700 37 10,500 12,200
1 32 28,600 774 692,700 721,300
2 3 2,300 21 16,400 18,700
4 <1 600 <1 200 800
3 3 1,600 - 1,600

11 <1 100 100
12 - - - -
10 4 1,400 193 •  69,300 70,700
9 - - - -

13
15 <1
14
16

Total 42,500 801,500 844,000
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HEDGE ROW T REES
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Land class. Fagus sybenea

Figure 8  The distribution of some hedgerow and woodland tree species amongst the Cumbrian land classes. From Smith (1977)
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Figure  9 A comparison of the main trends in the Cumbrian land classes and
their tree cover
Refer to Figure 7 for the interpretation of this graph

A check on the accuracy of the tree cover estimates is
available for the Lake District National Park. Taylor
(1978) states that there are 2449 broadleaved woods
covering 11,600 ha, and that there are 713 coni-
ferous woods of less than 40 ha covering 3893 ha. The
predicted number of woods from the sample survey

3

Number 2
or sample
squares

3

2

3

Number 2
of sample
squares

HEDGEROW TREES WOODLAND TREES

F max inus excelsio

Ouercus robur

Sorbet, eucuparia

TREE DENSITY Ownsr ten em2)

<10 10-99 102- 1000- >9999
999 9999

7 8 5 6 1 2 4 3 11 12 10 9 13 15 14 16 7 8 5 6 I 2 4 3 11 12 10 9 13 15 14 16

Land classes Litmus glabra

was 3639, covering an area of 16,323 ha. These pre-
dicted figures are respectively 16.8% and 5.4% lower
than those quoted by Taylor. Coniferous woods greater
than 40 ha in extent have been excluded from this
comparison because of their ill-defined relationship
with the land classes, particularly in the National Park
where restrictive planting policies have operated since
1936.

VEGETATION DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AREAS

Assessment of the adequacy of the size of the sample
by comparing the predicted vegetation character
against that observed for the Sedbergh area showed
how a regional survey could be used to predict the
expected county "norm" for a sub-region. A com-
parison of the vegetation of the Lake District National
Park with the remainder of Cumbria illustrates how
specific differences can be identified (Bunce & Smith
1978). The upland character of the National Park's
vegetation is a major feature, as is the dominance of
lowland vegetation outside the Park (Table 11). In the
lowland vegetation types, the main difference is in the
predominance of cultivated arable and ley grasslands
outside the Park: 26% outside the Park, 11% in the
Park. Upland moorland is twice as frequent in the Park,
but occupies approximately the same area of land in
both regions. TIrle Lake District has a much larger
proportion of well drained moorland than the rest of
Cumbria: 23% in the Park as against 6% outside.



Table 1 1 COMPARISON OF THE VEGETATION TYPES IN THE
LAKE DISTRICT NATIONAL PARK WITH THE RE.ST OF CUMBRIA..

Vegetation type

*From Bunce and Smith (1978)

Frequency Area

(%) (km')
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Stage 3: The production of
alternative rural land use strategies

DEVELOPMENT OF A MODEL FOR RURAL LAND USE

Stages 1 and 2 are essentially data collection and data
analysis. Numerical techniques have been used to
provide a land classification framework for data collec-
tion, and to organise and investigate the data collected
in the field. The third stage consists of using the data in
a model which will enable alternative land use
strategies to be developed. Jeffers (1978) describes
models as formal expressions of the essential elements
of a problem in either physical or mathematical terms.
The model utilising the land classification and data
collected from each land class is one which optimises
an objective function, that might be timber production,
subject to one or more constraints. These constraints
might be that milk production must not fall below a
certain level or areas of wildlife importance should be
conserved. The modelling technique is known as linear
programming and its application to land use problems
using a grid square land classification was first
developed by Bishop (1978) in Cumbria. It has been
used to investigate the agricultural and forestry poten-
tial of land at the regional and local level. The size, type
and distribution of farms has not been incorporated
into the studies to date. The optimisations for timber,
milk, meat production, etc, have been considered for
regions in an attempt to understand the physical
potential of land for increased productivity without the
loss of valued wildlife and landscape resources.

Bishop's original linear programming model utilised
the 16 land classes from the Cumbria survey. The
potential of each land class for broadleaved forestry,
coniferous forestry, livestock rearing (cattle), dairy
farming, arable crops, and livestock rearing (sheep)
was assessed by extrapolation from regional trends
and the relationship with the Ministry of Agriculture's
Agricultural Land Classification. The outputs from each
land class, under each of these 6 uses, were presented
as. timber (cubic metres), meat (tonnes), food energy
(terajoules), milk (tonnes), recreation and ecological
values. The inputs necessary to achieve these outputs
were estimated as labour (standard man days) and
energy (terajoules). Within the constraints imposed by
the strategies, the model maximised the output of one
product, such as milk, meat or timber, whilst maintain-
ing the outputs of other products above a minimum
level. This was achieved by assigning land uses to land
classes in a combination which maximised the output
of the desired commodity.

The use of this model is illustrated by Bunce and Smith
(1978) for Cumbria. The strategy they describe was
one which kept the present land use pattern within the
2 National Parks and the existing and potential Areas
of Outstanding Natural Beauty, whilst allowing
changes in the rest of the county. The outputs of

timber, meat and food energy were optimised in turn,
giving a potential increase in each of these com-
modities of 36%, 3% and 36%, respectively. Further
development of the data used by the model was incor-
porated into a study of the Sedbergh area of the York-
shire Dales National Park (Smith & Budd 1982). The
basic model as developed by Bishop (1978) was used
for this work. The land uses considered were the 5
types of farming (defined by MAFF) as found in the
study area, plus a forestry option as presented by the
Forestry Commission. Assessment of the productivity
of each land class was based upon detailed soil and
land capability surveys (Bendelo,w & Carroll 1978),
instead of an extrapolation of regional trends. The
computer modelling of alternative strategies was
based solely on the more objectively defined data, the
more subjective landscape, nature conservation and
recreation values being excluded until a later stage. An
independent check on the accuracy of the data was
possible from MAFF returns, which allowed more con-
fidence to be placed in the alternative land use
patterns suggested by the model. These land use
patterns themselves were the product of alternative
strategies suggested by members of a steering com-
mittee composed of representatives of the National
Farmers' Union, the Country Landowners Association,
the Forestry Commission, the Ministry of Agriculture,
the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority, the
County Council and the Nature Conservancy Council.
These alternatives were as realistic as possible and
could be evaluated against the subjective values
excluded in their generation, as well as against social
and economic objectives for the Sedbergh area.

THE COLLECTION OF PRODUCTIVITY DATA FOR THE

SEDBERGH MODEL

The land classification for the Sedbergh area was
based on the map attributes present in a grid of km'
sample squares (Table 4). The resultant land classifica-
tion, through indicator species analysis of these data,
shows a distinct topographical trend into mountain top
land classes (5-8), upper middle slope land classes
(1-4), lower middle slope land classes (9-12), and
valley bottom land classes (13-16) (Pilling  et al.  1978)
(Figure 10) (see cover photographs for illustrations of
these land classes). The largest group contains the
lower middle slope land classes which occupy 34.7%
of the area (Table 12).

Bendelow and Carroll (1978) identified 22 soil types in
9 major soil groups according to the classification
developed by Avery (1973) (Plate 5). They occur in 3
main topographic areas: valley bottoms, Carboni-
ferous uplands, and Silurian uplands (Table 13). This
soil survey was the basis for the land capability classi-
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Table 12 SEDBERGH LAND CLASSES*

Map
symbol Dominant soils

Table 13 SOIL TYPES IN THE SEDBERGH AREA*

*A land classification using a 71 km' grid size and the
characteristics in Table 4. From Pilling  et aL  (1978)

1. Silurian uplands
al  Humic rankers over slate and shale

with raw peat soils
a2 Humic rankers over slate and shale
b3 Typical brown earths and stagnogleyic

brown earths, in drift with slate and
sandstone

b4 As above on steeper slopes at higher
elevations with some podzolic soils
and rankers

d2 Ironpan stagnopodzols and humic brown
podzolic soils in drift with slate and

-sandstone
e2 Cambic stagnogley soils in drift with

slate and sandsione
f4 Cambic stagnohumic gleys in drift with

shale and sandstone

2. Carboniferous uplands
a3 Humic rankers over sandstone and grit

with ironpan stagnopodzols in drift
with sandstone and shale

a4 Humic rankers over limestone
a5 Humic rankers with humic rendzinas over

limestone
a6 Humic rankers over dolerite
b2 Typical brown earths over limestone
dl Ironpan stagnopodzols in drift with

sandstone and shale, with humic
rankers over sandstone and grit

e 1 Cambic stagnogley soils in drift with
sandstone and shale

fl Cambic stagnohumic gley soils in drift
with sandstone and shale: shallow
peat is a minor component

f2 As above but less humose

Cegin

Ynys

Brickfield

Series name

Un-named

Un-named
Denbigh and

Sannan

Denbigh,
Sannan and
Parc

Hiraethog and
Parc

Revidge and
Belmont

Wetton
Wetton and

Marian
Preseli
Lulsgate
Belmont and

Revidge

fication using the system described by Bibby and
Mackney (1969), which classifies land primarily for
agricultural purposes, assumes a moderately high level
of management, and is based mainly on the land's
physical limitations. There are 7 capability classes, the
best 3 of which (classes 1-3) were absent from the
area. Capability class 6 is the most frequent of the 4
that are found and occurs in most of the land classes

128 map (Table 14) (Plate 6).

Wilcocks and
Roddlesworth

Wilcocks and
Roddlesworth

f3 Cambic stagnohumic gleys over shale

il Raw peat soils

3. Valleys
bl Typical brown earths in drift

(river terrace)
cl Typical brown alluvial soils and typical

alluvial gley soils
gl Typical cambic gley soils and gleyic

brown earths, in drift (river terrace)
hl Typical alluvial gley soils (lacustrain or

riverine)

*From Bendelow and Carroll (19781

Table 14 AGRICULTURAL CAPABILITY CLASSES IN EACH
SEDBERGH LAND CLASS*

*From Smith and Budd (1982)

Onecote and
Un-named

Winter Hill

Wick and
Ellerbeck

Alun and
Un-named

Un-named and
Hopsford

Un-named

•

The assumptions and calculations used to derive
labour and production figures for 6 different types of
farming in each land class, and for a land use pattern
involving conSiderable afforestation, are given in Annex
1. They are based upon the land capability classifi-
cation survey by Bendelow and Carroll (1978) with
stocking rates based on data from Nix (1978). These
labour and production figures proved to be so similar
for some land classes that they were used to group
them into 7 land class groups, ie 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 12 / 5, 6,
7, 8 / 10, 11 / 13 / 14 / 15 / 16.



OTHER DATA REQUIRED BY THE MODEL

Apart from the production data relating the chosen
land uses to each land class (Annex 1, Tables 27 to
32), the other parameters required are the number of
grid squares in each land class, the constraint levels,
and the output or input to be optimised. These data
can be modified to take account of changes in
management practice and areas within each land class
where certain uses should not be permitted. For
instance, it may be that increased agricultural
efficiency in the use of grassland means that 10%
more milk can be produced per hectare than at
present. To cater for this increased efficiency, the milk
coefficients can be raised by 10%. If the use of high
grade agricultural land for forestry is not to be per-
mitted, this can be allowed for by reducing the timber
output from land classes that have this good land, in
proportion to the amount and productivity of that land.
The number of grid squares in each land class group
in the Sedbergh area is as follows:

The model can be based on these or some reduced
numbers. It may well be that certain types of land use
should not be changed, and the land classes on this
land can then be removed from the model. A good
example is that of common land, which is not likely to
be available for other uses for the foreseeable future.
The constraint values set the minimum level of each
output that the model has to achieve, whilst optimising
the desired output. It provides a solution which reflects
multiple objectives. The levels can be set at present
day outputs, or more or less than at present,
dependent upon the strategy being optimised.

ONE POSSIBLE STRATEGY

An example of the use of the model in generating land
use. strategies is taken here from the Sedbergh Rural
Land Use Study (Smith & Budd 1982). The main ele-
ments of the strategy are the protection of broad-
leaved woodland, the restrictions on coniferous
afforestation, the protection of good quality agricul-
tural land and the protection of archaeological
features. The protection of broadleaved woods is
accommodated in the model by assuming that these
have no associated agricultural and forestry outputs.
This is not exactly true, but they are negligible enough
to be ignored here. The output coefficients for each
land class are, therefore, reduced by an amount
dependent upon the quantity of broadleaved wood-
land in each land class. The interpretation of the
proposed land use pattern then assumes that the
agricultural or forest enterprise allocated to a km
square does not include the woodland in it.

The protection of inbye land and good agricultural land
is accommodated by reducing the timber outputs from
the forestry land use category by the amount of timber
obtained from land in agricultural capability classes 4
and 5. Meat, milk, wool and food energy outputs are
allocated to the forestry land use category on the
assumption that this land is used for "mainly dairy
farming". The labour requirements are modified
accordingly. Unplanted land in agricultural capability
class 6 is assumed to be used for livestock rearing
(sheep). The outputs (meat, milk, food energy and
wool) and labour input are calculated according to the
proportion of grazing livestock units available from the
land.

The protection of recognised sites such as archae-
ological sites, Sites of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI), and nature reserves is assumed to mean their
retention in their present form. The km2 grid squares
which have these sites are excluded from the model.
Archaeological features such as the detailed field
pattern and head dyke, which the strategy wants con-
served for historical and landscape reasons, are
catered for'in the 15% reduction in productivity figures,
for roads, buildings and boundaries. The protection of
significant natural landmarks and features such as
Coombe Scar is accommodated by removing the km2
grid squares they occupy from the model. In this
strategy, all the common land, Whernside SSSI,
archaeological sites and Coombe Scar have been
excluded from consideration. The minimum acceptable
outputs from the strategy have been set at present
output levels. Meat, milk and wool outputs are taken
from MAFF figures; timber is given an arbitrary cons-
traint level of 100 m3/annum; food energy and labour
are calculated from the estimated present pattern of
land use provided by MAFF assuming all the common
land is used for liVestock rearing (sheep). The optimum
outputs obtained from the Sedbergh area, with the
constraints set by this strategy, depend upon the
resource being optimised. The present land use pattern
(Table 15) can be adjusted by the model to produce
the maximum amount of any desired output; for
example, timber (Table 16) or meat (Table 17). The
model concentrates the land into certain land classes
under specified uses instead of spreading them around.

Table 15 PRESENT LAND USE PATÆRN (ESTIMATED)*
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*The land use pattern in Tables 15, 16 and 17 is given as the
number of grid squares in each land class estimated to be in, or
allocated to, each type of farming and forestry
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Table 16 A RURAL LAND USE MODEL FOR THE SEDBERGH AREA: This concentration is a reflection of the limited number
STRATEGY: TIMBER OPTIMISATION (DETAILED LAND USE PATTERN of decision variables considered by the model at this
PROPOSED BY MODEL)

stage. The more subjectively defined resources such as
Land Forestry Specialist Mainly Livestock rearing highly valued landscape and wildlife areas, the
class dairy dairy Cattle Cattle & Sheep Sheep economics of land use, and the personal preferences ofgroup

land users have not been considered. The optimum
5-8 72 outputs detailed in Table 18, from the new land use
1-4,9,12

patterns of Tables 16 and 17, take into account the100 35
1011 optimised output and the output from the land that has, 117
14 47 been excluded from the optimising part of the model, ie
16 11 23 land in SSS Is, etc. These outputs will probably change
15 15 when the more subjective criteria are used to evaluate
13 61 11 each strategy.

Table 17 A RURAL LAND USE MODEL FOR THE SEDBERGH AREA:
STRATEGY: MEAT OPTIMISATION (DETAILED LAND USE PATTERN
PROPOSED BY THE MODEL)

Land Forestry Specialist Mainly Livestock rearing
class dairy dairy Cattle Cattle & sheep Sheep
group

5-8 72
1-4, 9, 12 Timber (m3/annum) 100 26,664 1,396

185 Meat (tonnes/annum) 555.9 561.6 626.9
10, 11 117 Food energy 29.8 31.8 32.5
14 47 (TJ/annum)
16 34 Labour (SM D/annum) 45,583 62,330 49,427
15 15 Milk (tonnes/annum) 8,720 8,720 8,720
13 48 14 10 Wool (tonnes/annum) 60.5 60.5 60.5

100

90

STRATEGY 1 —TIMBER

85

95

fl

8 -62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80

Li Nochange

Li Changes between the types of agriculture

I I Area of search for minor afforestation (Land classes 5-8 =72 ha)
(Land class 16 =20 hal

Li Area of search for major afforestation with conservation

constraints (Land classes 1- 4, 9 12 = 1277 ha)
(Land classes 10,11 = 1220 ha)

Area of search for major afforestation with no conservation

Table 18 A RURAL LAND USE MODEL FOR THE SEDBERGH AREA:
A COMPARISON OF TIA/0 STRATEGIES WITH PRESENT
OUTPUTS AND INPUTS

Output/input Present Timber Meat
level optimisation optimisation

Figure 11  Changes proposed by the land use model when optimising for timberconstraints outputs in the Sedbergh area. From Smith and Budd (19821



Stage 4: The evaluation of the alternative strategies against
criteria not used initially to define them

The alternative strategies generated at stage 3 are
based on the physical potential of the land for different
types of farming and forestry. The linear program allo-
cates grid squares from each land class to land uses so
as to optimise the desired output given a series of con-
straints. The outputs obtained are not only theoretical
maxima; given the constraints, they are also unrea-
listically high values if the less easily quantifiable cons-
traints are considered such as landscape and wildlife
conservation and informal countryside recreation. An
indication of how these constraints might be
incorporated into the modelling process is given here
for the Sedbergh area. The social and economic
aspects of forestry and farming, particularly at the farm
level, are not considered, as it is difficult to relate them
to a grid square framework. However, some economic
criteria have been included by Budd (1980) in her
appraisal of the model.

The resource data for agricultural and forestry product-
ion are based upon the yields to be expected from
standard management. Changes resulting in greater
productivity are easily catered for in the model by
adjusting the appropriate output coefficients. However,
the present and proposed land use patterns bring with
them associated values, eg landscape, wildlife and
informal recreation values, which have an element of
subjectivity in their assessment and are usually more
easily assessed for the present land use pattern. Values
associated with proposed future patterns are not only
dependent upon the pattern itself, but also upon just
how that pattern is brought about. Therefore, it is
difficult to derive a table of coefficients to show the
conservation values attributable to a land class under
each of the land uses being considered.

An objective method for assigning landscape values to
grid squares has been developed by the Centre for
Urban and Regional Research (1976), and was used in
the Sedbergh area to give 2 landscape values to the
land classes: one for the land class itself and one for
the views from that land class. Informal recreation
values were based on the landscape values and an
assessment of the access' ibility of each land class
(Smith & Budd 1982). The resultant map delimited
areas with high present-day landscape and recreation
values. A map of nature conservation values in the area
was provided by the Nature Conservancy Council. Only
220 of the 902 grid squares did not have high scores
for any of the conservation and recreation values
(Table 19). The 682 grid squares impose considerable
limitations on the amount of land available for major
afforestation, reducing it to about 50% of the area
required by the forestry optimisation (Figure 11).
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The subjective nature of these conservation values,
especially the fact that a large element of the land-
scape value of a grid square in an upland area is con-
tributed by the surrounding grid squares, has restricted
the use of these values to a separate stage in the for-
mulation of strategies. These problems will remain for
the landscape and recreation values. However, nature
conservation values based on the diversity, natural-
ness and rarity of the ecosystems within the land
classes should be capable of being defined within the
context of a study area. These values could then be
incorporated into stage 3 of the model. Highly valued
areas based upon national criteria outside the context
of a given study area, eg Sites of Special Scientific
Interest, would have to remain in stage 4 of the model.

The model proposals for each optimisation are shown
in map form as differences between the present and
the proposed land use pattern (Figure 11). These
differences are classified into 3 categories: area of
search for major afforestation; area of search for minor
afforestation; area of change within agriculture. The
model simplifies the agricultural land use pattern in its
search for an optimum solution. Therefore, the changes
proposed by each strategy within agriculture are
complex and difficult to illustrate in map form. Changes
proposed within agriculture are not likely to affect the
associated conservation and recreation values, as the
detail of the field pattern and vegetation is likely to be
the same under each of the types of farming. Changes
are only likely when rough grassland with the potential
to become good inbye land has this potential taken up.
Furthermore, the identification of general areas of
search is implicit in the random sampling used to
characterise the land classes. This interpretation of the
proposed land use pattern is as necessary at this stage
as it is at stages 1 and 2.

Table 19 CONSERVATION AND RECREATION VALUES IN THE

SEDBERGH AREA

No. of grid
squares with

high scores

Recreation 144
Landscape 260
Nature conservation 34
Landscape and recreation 180
Landscape and nature conservation 34
Recreation and nature con§ervation 17
Landscape, recreation and nature conservation 13
No high scores 220
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In any new technique, there is room for improvement.
The initial use of a 1 km2 grid has varied from km2 to
100 km2 to suit the areas being surveyed (Pilling  et al.
1978; ITE 1978). It has been found that estimates of
the total amount of an ecological resource are not
unduly affected by I- km2 or 1 km2 grid sizes. The
differences lie in the predicted distributions, when the
smaller grid size enables greater accuracy to be
obtained. This use of standard grids enables direct
comparisons to be made between a national classifi-
cation and a regional one, which is facilitated if the
same- grid size is used for both. In this context, the
national land classification being developed at the 1
km2 scale (Bunce 1979) will enable those areas with
their own land classifications, eg Cumbria, Lancashire,
Gwynedd, Yorkshire Dales National Park, to be directly
related to the national situation.

Discussion

• The specific map attributes used have changed from
presence/absence data for all conceivable attributes
(Bunce & Smith 1978) to area measures of the most
important ones. Geological data are particularly
important in this respect (Pilling  et al.  1978), assisting
considerably in the direct interpretation of the land
classes from the map data alone (Smith & Harper
1978). Further improvements in the method of cluster
analysis used to -derive the land classes will be
included in future studies. In this respect, the use of
TWINSPAN (Hill 1979), a modified form of indicator
species analysis, will assist in the direct interpretation
of the land classes.

Use of the land classes as sample strata will only be
successful if the resource being assessed is linked to
the geology, topography or land use of the area in
question. The hills and uplands classification of the
Ministry of Agriculture (Cowie personal communica-
tion) and the Forestry Commission site classifications
(Busby 1974) are based upon these criteria. They aim
to guide farm and forest management through an
assessment of the restrictions imposed on production
by the soils, topography and climate. The use of the
land classification for such assessments is a further
development along these lines enabling comparisons
to be made between different types of land use.

The use of all the land classes for the sample survey of
an area has been the standard approach. It has been
modified by Bunce (personal communication) who has
used only those land classes which contain lowland
features in the Yorkshire Dales (Bunce & Bunce 1980)
for a survey of lowland grasslands. However, having
chosen the sample squares from each land class, the
method of survey adopted depends upon the purpose
of the survey. No one method is best for all eco-

systems, soils, or land uses. The differences between
point sampling and complete surveys have been out-
lined already. Their successful application de-
pends not only upon the sample size but also upon
the use of unambiguous criteria. One of the most
common functions of ecological surveys is to provide
the basic information for nature conservation assess-
ments. The subjective element in such assessments
necessitates a 2-stage approach, if the land classes are
to predict the location of areas likely to contain highly
valued ecosystems. The first stage is the objective
assessment of the vegetation component of these eco-
systems, using either point samples to erect a vegeta-
tion classification or a vegetation key developed from
such data. The production of such keys for Great
Britain is the aim of the national vegetation classifica-
tion (Rodwell 1976). Their use should enable complete
surveys of grid squares to be carried out rapidly and

-objectively, thereby enabling the infrequent eco-
systems to be properly measured. Criteria such as
diversity, naturalness, and rarity (Ratcliffe 1977) can
be used at the second stage to value the collection of
ecosystems characteristic of each land class. However,
such valuations can result in the same value being
given to land classes of very different ecological
character. Their interpretation must therefore rest on
an analysis of the component ecosystems; hence, the
2-stage approach.

Most of the development work on this type of land
classification has taken place in the uplands of Great
Britain. Land use, geology and topography combine
to produce recognisable units with distinctive charac-
teristics. The question as to whether or not the techni-
que can be applied to the lowlands has yet to be
answered. Personal choice is important in land use
decisions within agriculture (lbery 1979). A farmer's
main aim is first to obtain a secure and stable farm
business. Once the essential factors for the achieve-
ment of security are obtained, farmers are influenced
more strongly by social and personal considerations,
and they choose to work with an enterprise that gives
the most satisfaction. In the lowlands, a farmer has
considerable flexibility in the type of farming he
employs. Unlike the uplands„ he is not very restricted
by the natural environment. The resultant impact upon
the landscape can mask variations in the natural
environment of the lowlands, superimposing a
"uniform" landscape upon an originally heterogenous
one (Westmacott & Worthington 1974). This may
result in a poor correlation between the land classes
and the ecosystems on the ground. Furthermore, the
topographic extremes in upland areas are important in
differentiating between the land classes, and the
reduced topographical range in the lowlands may



similarly reduce the association between land classes
and ecosystems. The linear programming model used
to generate alternative rural land use strategies may
then be inappropriate in the lowlands when economic
and not environmental constraints dictate the overall
land use pattern. The same may be true of urban areas.

However, the use of land classification techniques in
the lowlands is not without promise. The Solway coast
study showed that a land classification could be
obtained which reflected the variation in lowland eco-
systems (Smith & Harper 1978). Geological map
characteristics have proved important in this context,
and they should, therefore, always be included in the
basic data for any lowland land classification. The
production of land classes by indicator species analysis
(Hill  et al.  1975) involves a new ordination at each
stage. Therefore, the main environmental trends
should be recognised as long as the appropriate data
have been collected. The success of the Cumbria land
classification rests not only in its separation of upland
and lowland, but in its recognition of land classes
within the lowland areas based on their differing
geology and small associated differences in topogra-
phy. The strong correlation between tree cover and
land class is essentially a lowland phenomenon.

Economic criteria can be incorporated into the model
as an output to be optimised, and Budd (1980) has
used such additional data to investigate many
strategies for land use in the Sedbergh area. The
sensitivity of the resultant land use patterns to errors in
the data was tested in a further study of the model's
limitations. The value of the model lies in this ability to
test many strategies and their sensitivity to errors in
the data used. Constraining the model to present
limitations on land use produced a proposed land use
pattern (Figure 11) which conformed to that which
was expected. This enables greater faith to be placed
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in the model's answers when it is used to explore more
extreme strategies.

At this stage in its development the technique has
shown that it can provide a framework for rural plan-
ning in the upland regions of Great Britain. However,
there is no co-ordinating body responsible for the
detailed planning of rural land use. Rather, these
responsibilities lie with different organisations each
concerned with a particular use and attitude towards it.
The Nature Conservancy Council, for instance, has
statutory responsibility for nature conservation, but
there are also voluntary bodies, such as the Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds, closely concerned
with the wildlife implications of farming and forestry.
The Sedbergh Rural Land Use Study has shown how
such disparate bodies can work together, both as tech-
nicians and politicians, once a framework has been
provided for their discussions. It differs from similar
studies, eg North Riding Pennines Study (North Riding
Pennines Study Working Party 1975), in that it asks
those involved to work to a specific framework rather
than each organisation submitting their own report,
each with its own reference system, not easily com-
pared with others. The data required by the linear
programming model make the assumptions explicit
and hence liable to testing. There have, therefore, been
educational problems in the use of the land classifi-
cations. Whilst the technique is simple in principle, its
implementation is complex and it asks a lot of its users.
They have to invest a considerable amount of time in
learning about the potentials and problems involved
before getting a return. This problem was foreseen by
Bishop (1978) when he concluded that the best solu-
tion to the problem of presenting results lay in a com-
plete understanding of the model and its output.
Failing this, contact between the decision-maker and
the modeller must be frequent whenever results are
being used for planning rural land use.
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Annex 1 : The agricultural and forestry productivity
of the land classes in the Sedbergh area

ASSUMPTIONS USED TO CALCULATE THE GRAZING

LIVESTOCK UNITS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH LAND CAPABILITY

CLASS

Capability Class 4  Land with moderately severe limita-
tions that restrict the choice of crops and/or require
management. Climatic disadvantages combine with
other limitations to restrict the choice and yield of
crops and increase risks. The main crop is grass, with
cereals and forage crops as possible alternatives where
the increased hazards can be accepted. It occupies
2127 ha or 10% of the area. In estimating the
agricultural outputs, this land was assumed to grow
grass leys capable of carrying an average stocking rate
of dairy cows, ie 1.9 cows per hectare. With dairy cows
equivalent to one grazing livestock unit, this stocking
rate is 47.5 GLU/25 ha. Allowing 15% of the area for
farm buildings, roads, boundaries, etc, this rate
becomes 40.4 GLU/25 ha, to give a coefficient of
0.404. The percentage frequency of capability class 4
land in each land class is multiplied by this coefficient
to give the GLUs per land class dependent upon this
capability class.

Capability Class 5  Land with severe limitations that
restrict its use to pasture, forestry and recreation. High
rainfall, exposure and a restricted growing season pro-
hibit arable cropping, although mechanised pasture
improvements are feasible. The land has a wide range
of capability .for forestry and recreation. It occupies
5357 ha, or 25.2% of the area. In estimating the
agricultural outputs, this land was assumed to be per-
manent pasture not capable of supporting the intensive
grassland production of capability class 4 land. Its
most intensive use is probably single suckling upland
beef production with a stocking rate of one cow per
0.9 hectare. With beef cows equivalent to 0.75 GLU
and a 15% allowance for land under buildings, roads,
etc, this rate gives 17.7 GLU per 25 ha. The coefficient
of 0.177 is used in the same way as for capability class
4 land.

Capability Class 6  Land with very, severe limitations
that restrict use to rough grazing, forestry and recrea-
tion. The land has limitations which are sufficiently
severe to prevent the use of machinery for pasture
improvement. Very steep ground which has some
sustained grazing value is included. It occupies 12,776
ha, or 60% of the area. In estimating the agricultural
outputs, this land was assumed to be rough grassland
only capable of supporting hill sheep for 10 months,
with lambs in the 6 summer months. The varied
grassland types support on average 0.45 sheep/
hectare and give a lambing percentage of 80% (Nix
1978; Jones 1967). With 0.06 GLU per hill sheep and
0.04 GLU per lamb, this rate gives 3.63 GLU/25 ha of

capability class 6 land. The coefficient of 0.0363 is
used as above.

Capability Class  7 Land with extremely severe limita-
tions that cannot be rectified. Exposed situations, pro-
tracted snow cover and a short growing season pre-
clude forestry though a poor type of rough grazing may
be available for a few months. It occupies 1039 ha, or
4.9% of the area. In estimating the agricultural outputs,
this rough grassland was assumed to be virtually
worthless as grazing land.

The mean potential grazing livestock units attributable
to each agricultural capability class in each land class
(Table 20) show a gradual increase in potential GLUs
from the mountain top land classes to those on the
lower middle slopes, with an abrupt 3-fold increase in
those in the valley bottoms. As a check on the
relevance and accuracy of these figures, they have
been compared with an estimate of the present GLUs
based on the present vegetation types (Table 21) and
the present livestock numbers taken from the 1976
parish statistics provided by the Ministry of Agricul-
ture (Table 22). The difference between present and
potential GLUs gives an indication of how much of the
potential is taken up. On the basis of their vegetation
character, 6 land classes appear to have a greater
present output than they have potential. For land
classes 4, 6 and 7, this disparity is due to the fact that
the capability class 7 land has been assigned GLUs for
the rough grazing in the calculation for present GLUs.

Table 20 POTENTIAL GRAZING LIVESTOCK UNITS IN THE
SEDBERGH AREA

*GLUs: Grazing Livestock Units

Mountain
tops

Upper
middle
slopes

Lower
middle
slopes

Valley
bottoms

Land
class

5
6
8
7

2
1
3
4

9
12
11
10

14
16
15
13

GLuein each capability class
4 5 6 7

2.5
2.0

2.1 3.2
0.1 3.3

1.7 3.3
2.8 3.1
0.9 3.5
2.6 3.1

0.8 2.4 3.1
4.1 2.8

0.3 7.4 2.1
0.3 6.0 2.4

19.0 9.0 0.1
5.1 12.5 0.6

11.4 12.0 0.2
30.5 4.3

Total
GLUs

2.5
2.0
5.3
3.4

5.0
5.9
4.4
5.7

6.3
6.9
9.8
8.7

28.1
18.2
23.6
34.8



Table 21 TOTAL GRAZING LIVESTOCK UNITS

IN THE SEDBERGH AREA

Table 22 LIVESTOCK NUMBERS IN THE SEDBERGH AREA (1976)

Land classes 2, 9 and 10 probably over-estimate the
amount of improved pasture. The present stocking
levels, as given by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food, represent 8948 GLUs (Table 22). This level
is 10% greater than estimated present GLUs and 8%
less than the potential GLUs. The estimate is within
acceptable limits and could be accounted for by hay
imports.

The details of the conversion of these grazing livestock
units to dairy, beef cattle and sheep products such as
milk, meat and wool are given in Smith and Budd
(1982). The conversions are based on data presented
by Nix (1978). The potential amount of dairy products
from each land class is given here as an example of the
type of calculations involved in these conversions, and
to show the many assumptions that are explicitly
made.

The average yield of milk per cow is 4500
litres/annum, with 3750 litres/annum/cow as a low
yield. This comes from 80% of the herd, the remaining
animals in the herd being replacements for those cows
currently producing this milk. About 75% of a replace-
ment unit is required for each cow in the herd, ie one
calf, yearling and heifer for every 4 cows (including
calved heifers), allowing a few extra calves reared to
allow for culling. At average stocking rates for both,
this means one hectare devoted to followers for every
3 hectares for cows. However, since surplus young
stock are often reared, and frequently the stocking rate
is less intensive, the ratio is often 1:2.5. Therefore, only
71.4% of the GLUs in each land class are used for milk
production. Dairy farming only occurs on agricultural
capability classes 4 and 5. Therefore, each GLU from
capability class 4 land gives 3215 litres milk/annum,
and each GLU from capability class 5 land gives 2678
litres milk/annum. This gives a potential milk produc-
tion from each land class which varies from zero,
where agricultural capability classes 4 and 5 are
absent, up to 109,700 litres per annum in land class
13 (Table 23).

It is assumed that any male calves are immediately
sold, ie there is no meat production from dairying apart
from cull cows. Any such enterprises on a dairy farm
are considered to be a subsidiary beef enterprise. With
20% of the herd being replaced each year and a
dressed carcass weight of 225 kg (Bishop 1978); one
GLU in a land class is equivalent to 38.9 kg meat from
cull cows. The food energy conversions for beef meat
and milk are 0.01017 GJ/kg and 0.00272 GJ/litre
respectively (Table 23).

Table 23 POTENTIAL DAIRY FARMING PRODUCTION

PER SEDBERGH LAND CLASS*

*Productivity data are given in terms of output per 25 ha as this
was the grid size for the Sedbergh land classification
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The amount of dairy, beef cattle and sheep products
from any land class depends upon the particular mix of
enterprises on each farm. It is unlikely that a given land
class will be devoted entirely to one enterprise.
However, land classes 1-8 on the mountain tops and
upper middle slopes are the exception to this rule as
they are used almost exclusively for sheep rearing. The
outputs from each land class are calculated for each
type of farming in the Sedbergh area, from the relative
proportions, based on GLUs, of the dairy, beef cattle
and sheep enterprises.

A check on the overall accuracy of the agricultural
productivity data was made by comparing the present
outputs as shown by MAFF's parish returns for the
area, against the predicted outputs. These latter were
calculated from the productivity data and the known
distribution of the types of farming amongst the land
classes. The similarity between the 2 sets of output
figures is considerable; the greatest difference is in the
meat estimate (8.1%) (Table 24).

Table 24 A COMPARISON OF THE PRESENT AND PREDICTED
OUTPUTS FROM THE SEDBERGH AREA

The timber potential of each land class was assessed
from 8 randomly selected grid squares. The local
Forestry Commission District Officer suggested the
best species to plant and the area of plantable land.
Maximum timber yield of the most appropriate species
was then used as the basis for the assessment. The
height limit for productive forestry was taken as 1500
ft, but varied slightly according to the situation. The
main species chosen, based on soils, vegetation and
altitude, were Sitka spruce, Norway spruce, larch,
Douglas fir, lodgepole pine and several broadleaved
species. Yield classes were assigned to each species,
in each sample square from published data (Busby
1974), and by field visits to existing woodlands. The
average volume production per -1 km2 per annum was
calculated; the product of area and yield class for each
species gives the output in m3/ha/annum. The total
production was reduced to 85% to allow for non-
productive areas. The total yield and species composi-
tion of each land class is given in Tables 25 and 26.

Labour inputs to achieve the agricultural outputs were
based on the number of standard man days needed for
different types of animals and for the management of
grass leys and permanent pasture; and on the propor-
tion of each type of farming devoted to dairy beef and
sheep products. Forest labour requirements were given
by Bishop (1978) as 0.77 SMD/annum/hectare for
establishment, protection and maintenance of the
forest, and as 0.455 SMD/m3/annum for logging.

Table 25 POTENTIAL FOREST AREA AROUND SEDBERGH
(HECTARES PER GRID SQUARE IN EACH LAND CLASS)

Land
class

Table 26 POTENTIAL TIMBER PRODUCTION FROM PROPOSED
PLANTING SCHEME IN THE SEDBERGH AREA

Total
prod-
uction
(m3/
m2

/yr)

• Percentage contribution
to production by each species

Lodge Douglas Broad
Sitka pole Norway fir Larch leaf Scots

spruce pine spruce species pine

The linear programming model allocates land uses to
land classes to achieve the optimum output of a
desired commodity, within the limits dictated by the
chosen strategy. The land use to land class allocation
may well be between land classes that differ in their
productivity by only a small amount. The differences
may be within the limits of error of the productivity
estimates, which in this case appears to be in the
region of 10%. In optimising the land use/land class
combinations, a very small productivity difference may
be used by the model as the basis for the optimum
combination. Such choices for Sedbergh are spurious
when based on the differences of less than 10%.
Therefore, the land classes were amalgamated into 7
land class groups based on their agricultural and
forestry production, ie:



Group 1 Land classes 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 12
Group 2 Land classes 5, 6, 7, 8
Group 3 Land classes 10, 11
Group 4 Land class 13
Group 5 Land class 14
Group 6 Land class 15
Group 7 Land class 16

These 7 groups differ in their overall productivity by at
least 10%. Their outputs of milk, meat, food energy,
wool and timber, and the labour input necessary to
achieve these outputs are given in Tables 27 to 32, for
5 types of farming and for forestry. Some of the
outputs are mainly achieved by one land use, eg timber
from forestry. Others are only obtained from certain
land classes, eg milk from the lowland and some of the
lower middle slope classes. The mixed nature of the
types of farming, with livestock rearing (sheep), for
example, having a proportion of dairy cows, means
that most of the agricultural outputs can be obtained
from each of the types of farming. However, each type
of farming produces more of one output than the other
types.

Table 27 MILK PRODUCTION COEFFICIENTS (litres/annum/25 ha)

Land class Forestry Specialist Mainly Livestock rearing
group dairy dairy Cattle Cattle Sheep

& sheep

Table 29 FOOD ENERGY PRODUCTION COEFFICIENTS
(Giga joules/annum/25 ha)

Table 30 WOOL PRODUCTION COEFFICIENTS (kg/annum/25 ha)

Table 31 LABOUR COEFFICIENTS (SMD/annum/25

Land class Forestry Specialist Mainly Livestock rearing
group dairy dairy Cattle Cattle Sheep

& sheep

Table 28 MEAT PRODUCTION COEFFICIENTS (kg/annuni/25 ha) Table 32 TIMBER PRODUCTION COEFFICIENTS (m3/annum/25 ha)

Land class Forestry Specialist Mainly Livestock rearing Land class Forestry Specialist Mainly Livestock rearing
group dairy dairy Cattle Cattle Sheep group dairy dairy Cattle Cattle Sheep

& sheep & sheep
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